Abstract. Let n, r, k be natural numbers such that n ≥ k + 1. Non-existence of natural operators C over n-manifolds is the identity. They also studied the naturality problem for affinors (i.e. tensor fields of type (1, 1) 
is a constant multiple of the vertical lifting. Some generalizations of the above results can be found in [8] .
Similarly to (k, r)-elements, C. Ehresmann introduced the fiber bundle K In the present paper we continue the investigation of K r k M and K r * k M . In the first part of the paper, we study the problem of whether a torsion free linear r-order connection λ : ). In the second part we study the problem of whether a torsion free linear r-order connection λ : 
Mf n → FM is a bundle functor of order r from the category Mf n of n-dimensional manifolds and their embeddings into the category FM of fibered manifolds and their fibered maps.
Every 
This bundle was introduced by C. Ehresmann [1] . The quotient projection 
. This action covers the left action β
According to the general theory of invariant connections (see Kobayashi and Nomizu [3] ), there is a linear map Λ : gl(R n ) → l r k satisfying the following two conditions:
, where X is the vector field on P 0 induced by X. We have the Lie algebra isomorphism l [5] ).
Consider the elements
i.e. Λ(X 2 ) = 0. This contradiction ends the proof of Proposition 1.
Linear connections of order r. A linear r-order connection on an n-manifold M is a vector bundle morphism
is the target projection (see [10] ). [10] ). 
Remark 1. If M is an n-manifold we have the principal fiber bundle
P r M = inv J r 0 (R n , M ) over M: T M → J r T M on M by H ω = P r • (λ × M id P r M ), where H ω : T M × M P r M → T P r M is
Given an n-manifold M we define
(N ) and we have (by restriction) a fiber bundle map C
(see [10] ). By the Frobenius theorem, an r-order connection λ on an n-manifold M is torsion free iff for each x ∈ M there is a chart Φ near x such that Φ(x) = 0 and C
and u is the constant vector field on R n such that u 0 = u. The coordinates Φ corresponding to Φ are called normal coordinates of λ at x (see [10] ). Clearly, if Φ are another normal coordinates of λ at x then [5] ).
According to [5] a natural operator A :
over nmanifolds is a family of regular operators 
Q( T
is a horizontal lifting, so is H 
